Notes: AC = Anxiety-Comfort; AP-Angry-Placid; BE = Bored-Enthusiastic; TV = Tiredness-Vigor; DP = Displeasure-Pleasure; SE = Standard Error; n/N given is the minimum overall; all scales are scored in the positive direction so that a high score indicates positive well-being; data from multi-level samples (4, 5 and 6) is provided at level-1; For samples 4-6 standard deviations (SDs) are reported for level-1 and then level-2 data, with level-2 SDs calculated by taking the SD for each individual's set of level-1data and then averaging these across N cases at level-2. Notes: : AC = Anxiety-Comfort; AP-Angry-Placid; BE = Bored-Enthusiastic; TV = Tiredness-Vigor; DP = Displeasure-Pleasure; NA = negative activated affect; PA = positive activated affect; PSR = potential scale reduction; PPC = posterior predictive checking; DIC = deviance information criteria. "C" = (next to PSR ) indicates convergence criteria increased to get model to run to conclusion; "+" = All substantive loadings (within-and between-if appropriate) in hypothesized direction and p < .05; "?" (n) = All substantive loadings (within-and between-if appropriate) in hypothesized direction and most p < .05 -numbers in brackets is number of sig loadings/number of potential substantive significant loadings; "-" = Some loadings non-significant in opposite direction; "--" = No loadings significant or some loadings significant in opposite direction. Two response bias factors were fitted-one for positively valenced items and one for negatively valenced items Notes: NA = negative activated affect; PA = positive activated affect; Level-2 standard deviations (SDs) are calculated by taking the SD for each individual's set of level-1data and then averaging these across N=39 cases at level-2. Notes: * Model not identified; AC = Anxiety-Comfort; AP-Angry-Placid; BE = BoredEnthusiastic; TV = Tiredness-Vigor; DP = Displeasure-Pleasure; NA = negative activated affect; PA = positive activated affect; SPSS = statistical package for the social sciences. Notes: DP = Daniels' measure of Depression-Pleasure (happy, gloomy: reversed); AC = Daniels' measure of Anxiety-Comfort (anxious, at ease: reversed); AP = Daniels' measure of Angry-Placid (annoyed, calm: reversed) . DP = BE = Daniels' measure of Bored-Enthusiastic (motivated, bored: reversed); TV = Daniels' measure of Tired-Vigour (active, tired: reversed). NA = negative activated affect; PA = positive activated affect; Standard errors are shown in brackets. * = p< .05; ** = p< .01 Table 3 reveals that a model with 2 factors representing positively-valenced items only and negatively-valenced items only affect only has less good fit than any model with response bias and substantive factors for any sample. 
